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ON RANK TWO TODA SYSTEM WITH ARBITRARY
SINGULARITIES: LOCAL MASS AND NEW ESTIMATES
CHANG-SHOU LIN, JUNCHENG WEI, WEN YANG, AND LEI ZHANG
ABSTRACT. For all rank two Toda systems with an arbitrary singular source,
we use a unified approach to prove: (i) The pair of local masses (σ1,σ2) at each
blowup point has the expression
σi = 2(Ni1µ1 +Ni2µ2 +Ni3),
where Ni j ∈ Z, i = 1,2, j = 1,2,3. (ii) Suppose at each vortex point pt , (α t1,α t2)
are integers and ρi /∈ 4piN, then all the solutions of Toda systems are uniformly
bounded. (iii) If the blow up point q is not a vortex point, then
uk(x)+2log |x−xk| ≤C,
where xk is the local maximum point of uk near q. (iv) If the blow up point q is
a vortex point pt and α1t ,α2t and 1 are linearly independent over Q, then
uk(x)+2log |x− pt | ≤C.
The Harnack type inequalities of (iii) or (iv) are important for studying the be-
havior of bubbling solutions near each blowup points.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let (M,g) be a Riemann surface without boundary and K = (ki j)n×n be the
Cartan matrix of a simple Lie algebra of rank n. For example for the Lie algebra
sl(n+1) (the so called An) we have
(1.1) K =


2 −1 0 ... 0
−1 2 −1 ... 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 ... −1 2 −1
0 ... 0 −1 2

 .
In this paper we consider solution u = (u1, ...,un) of the following system defined
on M:
(1.2) ∆gui +
n
∑
j=1
ki jρ j(
h jeu j∫
M h jeu j dVg
−1) = ∑
Pt∈S
4piα it (δPt −1),
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where ∆g is the Laplace-Beltrami operator (−∆g ≥ 0), h1, ...,hn are positive and
smooth functions on M, α it >−1 is the strength of the Dirac mass δPt , ρ =(ρ1, ...,ρn)
is a constant vector with nonnegative components. Here for simplicity we just as-
sume that the total area of M is 1.
Obviously, equation (1.2) remains the same if ui is replaced by ui + ci for any
constant ci. Thus we might assume that each component of u = (u1, ...,un) is in
˚H1(M) := {v ∈ L2(M); ∇v ∈ L2(M),and
∫
M
vdVg = 0}.
Then equation (1.2) is the Euler-Lagrange equation for the following nonlinear
functional Jρ(u) in H˚1(M):
Jρ(u) =
1
2
∫
M
n
∑
i, j=1
ki j∇gui∇gu jdVg−
n
∑
i=1
ρi log
∫
M
hieui dVg,
where (ki j)n×n = K−1.
It is hard to overestimate the importance of system (1.2), as it covers a large
number of equations and systems deeply rooted in geometry and Physics. Even if
(1.2) is reduced to a single equation with Dirac sources, it is a mean field equa-
tion that has been extensively studied for decades. The singular sources on the
right hand side of the mean field equation describe conic singularities and solu-
tions can be interpreted as metrics with prescribed conic singularities. This is a
classical problem in differential geometry and extensive references can be found
in [2, 3, 13, 21, 22, 34, 35, 37] etc. Recently profound relations among mean
field equation, classical Lame equation, hyper-elliptic curves, modular forms and
Painleve equation have been discovered and developed (see [6] and [9]).
When (1.2) has more than one equation, it has close ties with algebraic geometry
and integrable system. For example, solutions of the sl(n + 1) Toda system are
closely related to holomorphic curves in projective spaces. Let f be a holomorphic
curve from a domain D of R2 into CPn. Lift locally f to Cn+1 and denote the lift
by ν(z) = [ν0(z), ...,νn(z)]. The kth associated curve of f is defined by
fk : D → G(k,n+1)⊂ CPn(ΛkCn+1), fk(z) = [ν(z)∧ν ′(z)∧ ...∧ν(k−1)(z)],
where ν( j) is the j−th derivative of ν with respect to z. Let
Λk(z) = ν(z)∧ ...∧ν(k−1)(z),
then the well known infinitesimal Plu¨ker formula gives
(1.3) ∂
2
∂ z∂ z¯ log‖Λk(z)‖
2 =
‖Λk−1(z)‖2‖Λk+1(z)‖2
‖Λk(z)‖4
, for k = 1,2, ..,n,
where we define the norm ‖·‖2 = 〈·, ·〉 by the Fubini-Study metric in CP(ΛkCn+1)
and put ‖Λ0(z)‖2 = 1. We observe that (1.3) holds only for ‖Λk(z)‖> 0, i.e. all the
unramification points z ∈ M. Setting ‖Λn+1(z)‖ = 1 by nomalization (analytically
extended at the ramification points) and
Uk(z) =− log‖Λk(z)‖2 + k(n− k+1) log2, 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
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Let p be a ramified point and {γp,1, · · · ,γp,n} be the total ramification index at p.
Write:
u∗i =
n
∑
j=1
ki jU j, αp,i =
n
∑
j=1
ki jγp, j,
then we have
(1.4) ∆u∗i +
n
∑
j=1
ki jeu
∗
j −K0 = 4pi ∑
p∈S
αp,iδp, i = 1, ...,n,
where K0 is the Gaussian curvature of the metric g.
Therefore any holomorphic curve from M to CPn is associated with a solution
u∗ = (u∗1, ...,u
∗
n) of (1.4). Conversely, given any solution u∗ = (u∗1, ...,u∗n) of (1.4)
in S2, we can construct a holomorphic curve of S2 into CPn, which has the given
ramification index γp,i at p. One can see [21] for the detail of this construction.
Therefore, equation (1.4) is related to the following problem: Given a set of ramifi-
cated points and its ramification indexes at these points, can we find holomorphic
curves into CPn that satisfy the given ramification information?
On the other hand, equation (1.2) is also related to many physical models from
gauge field theory. For example, to describe the physics of high critical temperature
superconductivity, a model of relative Chern-Simons model was proposed and this
model can be reduced to a n×n system with exponential nonlinearity if the gauge
potential and the Higgs field are algebraically restricted. Then the Toda system
with (1.1) is one of the limiting equations if the coupling constant tends to zero. For
extensive discussions on the relationship between Toda system and its background
in Physics we refer the readers to [4, 14, 16, 29, 38] and the reference therein.
In this article we are concerned with rank 2 Today systems. There are three
types of Cartan matrices of rank 2:
A2 =
(
2 −1
−1 2
)
B2(=C2) =
(
2 −1
−2 2
)
G2 =
(
2 −1
−3 2
)
.
One of our main theorems is the following estimate:
Theorem 1.1. Let (ki j)2×2 be one of the matrices above, hi be positive C1 functions
on M, α it ∈ N∪ {0}, t ∈ {1,2, ...,N} and K be a compact subset of M \ S. If
ρi 6∈ 4piN, there exists a constant C(K,ρ1,ρ2) such that for any solution u= (u1,u2)
of (1.2)
|ui(x)| ≤C, ∀x ∈ K, i = 1,2.
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the analysis of the behavior of solutions
uk = (uk1,u
k
2) near each blowup point. A point p ∈M is called a blowup point if we
write u˜ki (x) = uki (x)+4pi ∑t αkt G(x, pt), where G(x,y) is the Green’s function of the
Laplacian operator on M with singularities at y ∈M, and there exists a sequence of
points pk → p such that maxi=1,2{uk1(pk),uk2(pk)} → ∞.
Suppose uk is a sequence of solutions of (1.2). When n = 1, it has been proved
that if uk blows up somewhere, the mass distribution ρhe
uk∫
M heu
k will concentrate, that
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is,
ρheuk∫
M heu
k →
S
∑
i=1
miδpi , as k → ∞,
Which is equivalent to the fact that uk(x)→−∞ if x is not a blowup point. This
“blowup implies concentration” was first noted by Brezis-Merle [5] and was later
proved by Li [18], Li-Shafrir [19] and Bartolucci-Tarantello [2]. But for n≥ 2, this
phenomenon might fail in general. A component uki is called not concentrating if
uki 6→ −∞ away from blowup points, or equivalently, u˜ki converges to some smooth
function wi away from blowup points. It is natural to ask whether it is possible to
have all components not concentrating. For n = 2, we prove it is impossible.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose uk is a sequence of blowup solutions of a rank 2 Toda
system (1.2). Then at least one component of uk satisfies uki (x)→−∞ if x is not
contained in the blowup set.
The first example of such non-concentration phenomenon was first proved by
Lin-Tarantello [20]. The new phenomenon makes the study of systems (n ≥ 2)
much more difficult than the mean field equation (n = 1). We conjecture that The-
orem 1.2 also holds for n ≥ 3. This will be studied in a forthcoming project.
As mentioned before our proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 are based on
the asymptotic behavior of local bubbling solutions. For simplicity we set up the
situation as follows:
Let uk = (uk1,uk2) be a sequence of solutions of
(1.5) ∆uki +
2
∑
j=1
ki jhkjeu
k
j = 4piαiδ0, in B(0,1), i = 1,2,
where αi > −1. B(0,1) is the unit ball in R2 ( we use B(p,r) to denote the ball
with centered p and radius r). Throughout of the paper, hk1,hk2 are smooth functions
satisfying hk1(0) = hk2(0) = 1 and
(1.6) 1C ≤ h
k
i ≤C, ‖hki ‖C1(B(0,1)) ≤C, in B(0,1), i = 1,2.
For solutions uk = (uk1,uk2) we assume:
(1.7)


(i) : 0 is the only blowup point of uk,
(ii) : |uki (x)−uki (y)| ≤C, ∀x,y ∈ ∂B(0,1), i = 1,2,
(iii) :
∫
B(0,1) hki eu
k
i ≤C, i = 1,2.
For this sequence of blowup solutions we define the local mass by
(1.8) σi = lim
r→0
lim
k→∞
1
2pi
∫
B(0,r)
hki eu
k
i , i = 1,2.
It is known that 0 is a blowup point if and only if (σ1,σ2) 6= (0,0). The proof
is to use ideas from [5] and has become standard now. We refer the readers to [17]
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for a complete proof. One important property of (σ1,σ2) is the so-called Pohozaev
identity (P.I. in short):
(1.9) k21σ 21 + k12k21σ1σ2 + k12σ 22 = 2k21µ1σ1 +2k12µ2σ2,
where µi = 1+αi. Take A2 as an example, the P.I. is
σ 21 −σ1σ2 +σ
2
2 = 2µ1σ1 +2µ2σ2.
The proof of (1.9) was given in [22]. At first sight, (1.9) seems not very useful
to determine the local mass. In [22] we initiated an algorithm to calculate all the
possible (finitely many) values of local masses. The P.I. plays one of important
roles. But the argument there seems not very efficient. In this work we develop
further our original approach to sharpen the result:
Theorem 1.3. Suppose σ1 and σ2 are local masses of a sequence of blowup solu-
tions of (1.4) such that (1.6) holds. Then σi can be written as
σi = 2(Ni,1µ1 +Ni,2µ2 +Ni,3), i = 1,2,
for some Ni,1,Ni,2,Ni,3 ∈ Z (i = 1,2).
Theorem 1.3 is proved in section 5 and section 6. In section 5, we give an
explicit procedure to calculate the local masses. Take A2 system as an example,
we start with α1 = 0 and the P.I. gives σ2 = 2µ2. With σ2 = 2µ2, the P.I. gives
σ = 2µ1+2µ2 and so on. Let Γ(µ1,µ2) be the set obtained by the above algorithm.
Then Γ(µ1,µ2) is equal to the following set,
(i) (2µ1,0),(2µ1,2µ1 +2µ2),(2µ1 +2µ2,2µ1 +2µ2),(2µ1 +2µ2,2µ2),(0,2µ2) for A2,
(ii) (2µ1,0),(2µ1,4µ1 +2µ2),(4µ1 +2µ2,4µ1 +2µ2),(4µ1 +2µ2,4µ1 +4µ2),
(0,2µ2),(2µ1 +2µ2,2µ2),(2µ1 +2µ2,4µ1 +4µ2), for B2,
(iii) (2µ1,0),(2µ1,6µ1 +2µ2),(6µ1 +2µ2,6µ1 +2µ2),(6µ1 +2µ2,12µ1 +6µ2),
(8µ1 +4µ2,12µ1 +6µ2),(8µ1 +4µ2,12µ1 +8µ2),(0,2µ2),(2µ1 +2µ2,2µ2),
(2µ1 +2µ2,6µ1 +6µ2),(6µ1 +4µ2,6µ1 +6µ2),(6µ1 +4µ2,12µ1 +8µ2), for G2.
Definition 1.4. A pair of local masses (σ1,σ2) ∈ Γ(µ1,µ2) is called special if
(σ1,σ2) =


(2µ1 +2µ2,2µ1 +2µ2) for A2,
(4µ1 +2µ2,4µ1 +4µ2) for B2,
(8µ1 +4µ2,12µ1 +8µ2) for G2.
The analysis of local solutions in [22] is a method to pick up these points Γk =
{0,xk1, · · · ,xkN} (if 0 is a singular point, otherwise 0 can be deleted from Γk) such
that a tiny ball B(xki , lkj ) can contribute an amount of mass (which is quantized), and
the following Harnack-type inequality holds:
(1.10) uki (x)+2log dist (x,Σk)6C, ∀x ∈ B(0,1).
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When α1 = α2 = 0, we can use Theorem 1.3 to calculate all the pairs of even
positive integers of (1.9). It turns out the set of solution of (1.9) to be the same as
Γ(1,1).
Corollary 1.5. Suppose α1 = α2 = 0. Then (σ1,σ2) ∈ Γ(1,1). Furthermore if
(σ1,σ2) is not special, then Σk = {xk1} and
uki (x)+2log |x− xk1| ≤C, i = 1,2.
It is interesting to see whether any pair of the above is really the local masses
of some sequence of blowup solutions of (1.2). For K = A2 the existence of such
a local solution has been obtained (see [30] and [24]). We remark that parts of
Corollary 1.5 was already proved by Jost-Lin-Wang [15], and by the first author
and the fourth author in [27].
After Σk is picked up, the difficulty at the next step is how to calculate the mass
contributed from outside B(xkj, lkj ) j = 1,2, · · · ,N. In section 6, we see that the
mass outside of this union could be very messy. However, if (α1,α2) satisfies the
Q-condition:
[Q] α1,α2 and 1 are linearly independent over Q.
Then the result can be stated cleanly as follows.
Theorem 1.6. Suppose (α1,α2) satisfies the Q-condition. Then (σ1,σ2)∈ Γ(µ1,µ2).
Furthermore, the Harnack-type inequality holds:
uki (x)+2log |x|6C for x ∈ B(0,1).
For (1.2), let µ1,t = α1t +1 and µ2,t = α2t +1 at a vortex point pt ∈ S, and define
(1.11) Γi = {4pi(Σt∈Jσi,t +n) | (σ1,t ,σ2,t) ∈ Γ(µ1,t ,µ2,t),J ⊆ S, n ∈ N∪{0}}.
Together with Theorem 1.6, Theorem 1.1 can be extended:
Theorem 1.7. Let hi be positive C1 functions on M, and K be a compact set in
M. If either both α1 and α2 are integers or (α1,α2) satisfies the Q-condition and
ρi /∈ Γi for i = 1,2, then there exists a constant C such that
|ui(x)| 6C ∀x ∈ K.
The organization of this article is as follows. In Section 2 we establish the global
mass for the entire solutions of some singular Liouville equation defined in R2.
Then in Section 3 we review some fundamental tools proved in the previous work
[22]. In section four we present two crucial lemmas, which play the key role in the
proof of main results. Then in section 5 and section 6 we discuss the local mass on
each bubbling disk centered at 0 and not at 0 respectively, thereby we prove all the
results.
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2. TOTOAL MASS FOR LIOUVILLE EQUATION
The main purpose of this section is to prove an estimate of the total mass of a
solution of the following equation:
(2.1)


∆u+ eu = ∑Nj=1 4piαiδpi , in R2,
∫
R2 e
u < ∞,
where p1, ..., pN are distinct points in R2 and αi >−1, ∀ 16 i6 N.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose u is a solution of (2.1) and α1, ...,αN are positive integers.
Then 1
4pi
∫
R2
eu is an even integer.
Proof. It is known that any solution u of (2.1) has the following asymptotic behav-
ior at infinity:
(2.2) u(z) =−2α∞ log |z|+O(1), α∞ > 1,
and u satisfies
(2.3) 1
2pi
∫
R2
eudx = 2
N
∑
i=1
αi +2α∞.
We shall prove that α∞ +∑Ni=1 αi is an even integer. A classical Liouville theorem
( see [10] ) says that, u can be written as
(2.4) u = log 4| f
′(z)|2
(1+ | f (z)|2)2 , z ∈ R
2,
for some meromorphic function f . In general, f (z) is multi-valued and any vertex
pi is a branch point. However if αi ∈ N∪{0}, f (z) is single-valued. Furthermore
(2.2) implies that f (z) is meromorphic at infinity. Hence for any solution u of (2.1)
there is a meromorphic functon f on S2 = C∪{∞} such that (2.4) holds. Then
4pi(
N
∑
j=0
α j +α∞) =
∫
R2
eu = 4
∫
R2
| f ′(z)|2
(1+ | f (z)|2)2 dxdy
= 4(deg f )
∫
R2
dx˜dy˜
(1+ |w|2)2
= 8pi(deg f ),
where deg( f ) is the degree of f as a map from S2 = C∪{∞} onto S2, and w =
f (z) = x˜+ iy˜. Thus we have
N
∑
j=0
α j +α∞ = 2deg( f ).
Theorem 2.1 is established. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose u is a solution of
(2.5)
{
∆u+ eu = 4piα0δp0 +∑Ni=1 4piαiδpi , in R2,∫
R2 e
u < ∞.
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where p0, p1, ..., pN are distinct points in R2 and α1, ....,αN are positive integers,
α0 >−1. Then
1
4pi
∫
R2
eu is equal to 2(α0 +1)+2k for some k ∈ Z or 2k1 for some
k1 ∈N.
Proof. As in Theorem 2.1 there is a developing map f (z) of u such that
(2.6) u(z) = log 4| f
′(z)|2
(1+ | f (z)|2)2 , z ∈ C.
On one hand by (2.5), uzz− 12u2z is a meromorphic function in C∪{∞} because
away from the Dirac masses
4(uzz−
1
2
u2z )z¯ =−(e
u)z +uze
u = 0.
By u(z) = 2αi log |z− pi|+O(1) near pi we have
uzz−
1
2
u2z =−2{
N
∑
j=0
α j
2
(
α j
2
+1)(z− p j)−2 +A j(z− p j)−1 +B},
where B∈C is an unknown constant. On the other hand by (2.6), a straightforward
computation shows that
(2.7) uzz− 12u
2
z =
f ′′′
f ′ −
3
2
(
f ′′
f ′ )
2.
Using the Schwarz derivative of f :
{ f ;z} = f
′′′(z)
f ′(z) −
3
2
(
f ′′(z)
f ′(z) )
2
and letting
I(z) =
N
∑
j=0
α j
2
(
α j
2
+1)(z− p j)−2 +A j(z− p j)−1 +B,
we write the equation for f as
(2.8) { f ,z} =−2I(z).
A well known classic theorem (see [36]) says that for any two linearly independent
solutions y1 and y2 of
(2.9) y′′(z) = I(z)y(z),
the ratio y2/y1 always satisfies
{y2/y1;z}=−2I(z).
By (2.8) and the basic result of the Schwarz derivative, f (z) can be written as the
ratio of two linearly independent solutions. This is how equation (2.1) is related to
the complex ODE (2.9). We refer the readers to [6] for the details.
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For the complex ODE (2.9), there is an associated monodromy representation ρ
from pi1(C \ {p0, p1, ..., pN};q) to GL(2;C) where q is a base point. Note that at
any singular point p j the local exponents are α j2 +1 and −
α j
2 . So we have
ρ j = ρ(γ j) =C j
(
epiiα j 0
0 e−piiα j
)
C−1j ,
where C j is an invertible matrix, γ j ∈ pi1(C\{p0, ..., pN},q) encircles p j once only,
0≤ j ≤ N. Then we have
ρ∞ρN ...ρ0 = I2×2.
Note that ρ j =±I for 1 ≤ j ≤ N. Hence
ρ−1
∞
=C0
(
epi ∑
N
j=0 α j 0
0 e−pi ∑
N
j=0 α j
)
C−10
for some constant invertible matrix C0.
On the other hand, the local exponents at ∞ can be computed as follows. Recall
(2.9) and let yˆ(z) = y(1/z). Then we have
(2.10) yˆ′′(z)+ 2
z
yˆ′(z) = ˆI(z)yˆ(z),
where ˆI(z) = I(1/z)z−4. Since I(z) is the Schwarz derivative of f (z), by direct
computation ˆI(z) is the Schwarz derivative of f (1/z). As before we let uˆ(z) =
u(1/z)−4log |z|. Then f (1/z) is the developing map of uˆ(z). Since
uˆ(z) = 2(α∞−2) log |z|+O(1) near 0,
(because u(z) =−2α∞ log |z|+O(1) at infinity), we have
ˆI(z) =
α∞
2
(
α∞
2
−1)z−2 + higher order terms of z near 0.
By (2.10) we could prove that the local exponents of (2.9) are −α∞2 and α∞2 − 1.
Hence e
α∞
2 pii equals either eipi ∑
N
j=0 α j or e−ipi ∑
N
j=0 α j , which yields
(2.11) α∞ =−
N
∑
j=0
α j +2k or α∞ =
N
∑
j=0
α j +2k
for some k ∈ Z. Since
1
4pi
∫
R2
eu =
N
∑
j=0
α j +α∞,
we see that either 14pi
∫
R2 e
u = 2k if the first case holds or 14pi
∫
R2 e
u = 2(α0+1)+2k′
for k′ = 2∑Ni=1 αi +2k−2 if the second case holds. 
Remark 2.1. After Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 haven been proved, we found a
stronger version of both theorems in [13]. Because we only need the present form of
both theorems, we include our proofs here to make the paper more self-contained.
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3. REVIEW OF BUBBLING ANALYSIS FROM A SELECTION PROCESS
Let uk = (uk1,uk2) be solutions of (1.5) such that (1.7) holds. In this section we
review the process to select a set Σk = {0,xk1, ...,xkn} and balls B(xki , lk) such that uk
has nonzero local masses in B(xki , lk). This selection process was first carried out
in [22]. We briefly review it below.
The set Σk is constructed by induction. If (1.5) has no singularity, we start with
Σk = /0. If (1.5) has a singularity, we start with Σk = {0}. By induction suppose Σk
consists of {0,xk1, ...,xkm−1}. Then we consider
(3.1) max
x∈B1
(
uki (x)+2log dist(x,Σk)
)
.
If the maximum is bounded from above independent of k, the process stops and Σk
is exactly equal to {0,xk1, ...,xkm−1}. However if the maximum tends to infinity, let
qk be where (3.1) is achieved and we set
dk =
1
2
dist(qk,Σk)
and
Ski (x) = uki (x)+2log(dk−|x−qk|) in B(qk,dk), i = 1,2.
Suppose i0 is the component that attains
(3.2) max
i
max
x∈ ¯B(qk,dk)
Ski
at pk. Then we set
˜lk =
1
2
(dk−|pk−qk|)
and scale uki by
(3.3) vki (y) = uki (pk + e−
1
2 u
k
i0
(pk)y)−uki0(pk), for |y| ≤ Rk + e
1
2 u
k
i0
(pk)
˜lk.
It can be shown that Rk →∞ and vki is bounded from above over any fixed compact
subset of R2. Thus by passing to a subsequence vki satisfies one of the following
two alternatives:
(a) (vk1,vk2) converges in C2loc(R2) to (v1,v2) which satisfies
(3.4) ∆vi +∑
j∈I
ki jev j = 0 in R2, i ∈ I = {1,2}.
(b) Either vk1 converges to
(3.5) ∆v1 +2ev1 = 0 in R2
and vk2 →−∞ over any fixed compact subset of R2 or vk2 converges to ∆v2+2ev2 = 0
in R2 and vk1 →−∞ over any fixed compact subset of R2.
Therefore in either case, we could choose l∗k → ∞ such that
(3.6) vki (y)+2log |y| ≤C, for i = 1,2 and |y|6 l∗k
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and ∫
B(0,l∗k )
hki ev
k
i dy =
∫
R2
evi(y)+o(1).
By scaling back to uki , we add pk in Σk with lk = e
− 12 u
k
i0
(pk)l∗k . We can continue in
this way until the Harnack-type inequality (1.9) holds.
We summarize what the selection process has done in the following proposition
( a detailed proof for a more general case can be found in Proposition 2.1 of [22]):
Proposition 3A. Let uk be described as above. Then there exist a finite set Σk :=
{0,xk1, ....,xkm} (if 0 is not a singular point, then 0 can be deleted from Σk) and
positive numbers lk1, ..., lkm → 0 as k → ∞ such that the followings hold:
(1) There exists C1 > 0 independent of k such that (1.10) holds.
(2) In B(xkj, lkj ) ( j = 1, ..,m), let R j,k = e
1
2 u
k
i0
(xkj)lkj , uki0(x
k
j) = maxi u
k
i (x
k
j) and
(3.7) vki (y) = uki (xkj + e−
1
2 u
k
i0
(xkj)y)−uki0(x
k
j)
for |y| ≤ R j,k, then vk = (vk1,vk2) satisfies either (a) or (b).
(3) B(xkj, lkj )∩ B(xki , lki ) = /0.
The inequality (1.10) is a Harnack type inequality, because it implies the follow-
ing result
Proposition 3B. Suppose uk satisfies (1.5) in B(x0,2rk) such that
uki (x)+2log |x− x0| ≤C, for x ∈ B(x0,rk).
Then
(3.8) |uki (x1)−uki (x2)| ≤C0, for
1
2
≤
|x1− x0|
|x2− x0|
≤ 2 and x1,x2 ∈ B(x0,rk).
The proof of Proposition 3B is standard (see [22, Lemma 2.4]), so we omit it
here. Let xkl ∈ Σk and τkl =
1
2dist(x
k
l ,Σk \{xkl }), then (3.8) implies
(3.9) uki (x) = u¯kxkl ,i(r)+O(1), x ∈ B(x
k
l ,τ
k
l ),
where r = |xkl − x| and u¯kxkl ,i is the average of u
k
i on ∂B(xkl ,r):
(3.10) u¯k
xkl ,i
(r) =
1
2pir
∫
∂B(xkl ,r)
uki dS,
and O(1) is independent of r and k.
Next we introduce the notions of slow decay or fast decay in our bubbling anal-
ysis.
Definition 3.1. We say uki has fast decay at x ∈ B(x0,rk) if along a subsequence,
uki (x)+2log |x− x0| ≤ −Nk, for x ∈ ∂B(x0,rk)
for some Nk → ∞ and uki is called to have slow-decay if there is a constant C
independent of k and
uki (x)+2log |x− x0| ≥ −C, for x ∈ ∂B(x0,rk).
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Fast decay is very important for evaluating Pohozaev identities. The following
proposition is a direct consequence of [22, Proposition 3.1] and it says if both
components are fast-decay on the boundary, Pohozaev identity holds for the local
masses.
In the following proposition, we let B = B(xk,rk). If xk 6= 0, then we assume
0 /∈ B(xk,2rk).
Proposition 3C. Suppose both uk1,uk2 have fast decay on ∂B, where B is given
above. Then (σ1,σ2) satisfies the P.I.(1.8), where
σi = lim
k→0
1
2pi
∫
B
hki eu
k
i , i = 1,2.
The proof of Proposition 3C requires some delicate analysis. We refer the read-
ers to [22, Proposition 3.1] for the proofs. The P.I. plays an important role in our
analysis later.
4. TWO LEMMAS
In this section, we will prove two crucial lemmas which play the key role in
section 5 and 6. For Lemma 4.1, we assume
(i). The Harnack inequality
uki (x)+2log |x| ≤C, for
1
2
lk ≤ |x| ≤ 2sk, and i = 1,2.
(ii). Both uki have fast-decay on ∂B(0, lk) and σ ki (B(0, lk)) = σi +o(1) for i = 1,2,
where σi = lim
r→0
lim
k→∞
σi(B(0,rsk)), i = 1,2.
(iii). One of uki has slow-decay on ∂B(0,sk).
Lemma 4.1. (a). Assume (i) and (ii), If uki has slow-decay on ∂B(0,sk), then
2µi−
2
∑
j=1
ki jσ j > 0.
(b). Assume (i), (ii) and (iii), then the other component has fast decay on ∂B(0,sk).
Proof. (a) Suppose uki have slow decay on ∂B(0,sk), then the following scaling
vkj(y) = u
k
j(sky)+2log sk, j = 1,2, for y ∈ B2
gives
∆vkj(y)+
2
∑
l=1
k jlhkl (sky)ev
k
l (y) = 4piαki δ0, in y ∈ B2.
If the other component also has slow-decay on ∂B(0,sk), then (vk1,vk2) coverages
to (v1,v2) which satisfies
(4.1) ∆v j(y)+
2
∑
j=1
k jlev j = 0, in B2\{0}, j = 1,2.
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If the other component has fast-decay on ∂B(0,sk), then vki (y) coverages to vi(y)
and v j(y)→−∞, j 6= i. Furthermore, vi(y) satisfies
(4.2) ∆vi(y)+2evi = 0 in B2\{0}.
For any r > 0,∫
∂B(0,r)
∂vi(y)
∂v dS = limk→∞(4piα
k
i −
2
∑
j=1
∫
B(0,r)
ki jhkjev
k
j dy)
= 4piαi−2pi
2
∑
j=1
ki jσ j +o(1)+ 4piβi +o(1),
which implies RHS of both (4.1) and (4.2) should be replaced by 4piβiδ (0) as an
equation defined in B2. It is known that if βi < −1, either (4.1) or (4.2) has no
solutions. Hence αi− 12 ∑ki jσ j >−1 and then (a) is proved.
(b) Since both components have fast decay on ∂B(0, lk), the pair (σ1,σ2) satisfies
the P.I. (1.9). By a simple manipulation, the P.I. (1.9) can be written as
(4.3) k21σ1(4µ1− k12σ2− k11σ1)+ k12σ2(4µ2− k21σ1− k22σ2) = 0
Note by (a)
4µi−
2
∑
l=1
kilσl > 2µi−
2
∑
l=1
kilσl > 0.
Hence for j 6= i
2µ j −
2
∑
j=1
kilσl < 4µ j −
2
∑
j=1
kilσl < 0,
where the last inequality is due to (4.3). By (a) again, ukj can not have slow-decay
on ∂B(0,sk). 
Our second lemma is about the fast-decay.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose the Harnack-type inequality holds for both components over
r ∈ [ lk2 ,2sk]. If uki is fast-decaying on r ∈ [lk,sk], then
σ ki (B(0,sk)) = σ ki (B(0, lk))+o(1).
Proof. Obviously the conclusion holds easily if sk/lk 6C. So we assume sk/lk →
+∞. The Harnack-type inequality implies uki (x) = uki (r)+o(1) for 12 lk 6 |x|6 2sk.
Thus we have from (1.5) that
d
dr (u
k
i (r)+2log r) =
2µi−∑2j=1 ki jσ kj (r)
r
, lk 6 r 6 sk, i = 1,2,
where σ kj (r) = σ kj (B(0,r)) and σ j = limk→+∞ σ kj (lk), j = 1,2.
By our assumption, the P.I. holds at lk, which implies at least one component
satisfies
4µl −∑kl jσ kj (lk)> 2µl +o(1)> 0.
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Thus,
(4.4) ddr (u
(k)
l (r)+2log r)6−
2µl +o(1)
r
at r = lk.
Suppose rk ∈ [lk,sk] is the largest r such that
(4.5) ddr (u
(k)
l (r)+2log r)6−
µl
r
for r ∈ [lk,rk],
thus, either the identity holds at r = rk or rk = sk. For simplicity, we let ε = µl . By
integrating (4.4) from lk up to r 6 rk, we have
u
(k)
l (r)+2log r 6 u
(k)
l (lk)+2log(lk)+ ε log(
lk
r
),
that is for |x|= r,
eu
k
l (x) 6 O(1)eukl (r) 6 e−Nk lεk r−(2+ε),
where we used u(k)l (lk)+2log lk 6−Nk by the assumption of fast-decay. Thus∫
lk6|x|6rk
eu
k
l (x)dx6 2pie−Nk lεk
∫ rk
lk
r−(1+ε)dr = 2pi e
−Nk
ε
→ 0
as k →+∞. Hence
(4.6) σ kl (rk) = σ kl (lk)+o(1).
If both components are fast decaying on r ∈ [lk,rk], then lim
k→+∞
(σ k1 (rk),σ
k
2 (rk)) =
(σˆ1, σˆ2) also satisfies the P.I.(1.9). If σˆ j > σ j, then j 6= l by (4.6). We choose
r∗k ≤ rk such that σ j(r∗k) = σ kj (lk)+ ε0 for small ε0, and let σ ∗j = limk→0 σ j(r∗k).
Then σ ∗j and σl satisfies the P.I.(1.9) and it yields a contradiction provided ε0 is
small. Thus, we have σ km(rk) = σ km(lk)+o(1), m = 1,2. Then (4.4) holds at r = rk
which implies rk = sk, and Lemma 4.2 is proved in this case.
If one of the components cannot have fast decay on [lk,rk]. We have l = i and
ukj, j 6= i, has slow decay on ∂B(0,r∗k) for some r∗k ≤ rk. If sk/rk ≤ C, then (4.6)
implies the lemma. If sk/rk →+∞, then by the scaling of ukj at r = r∗k , the standard
argument implies that there is a sequence of r∗k ≪ r˜k = Rkr∗k ≪ sk such that both
components have fast decay on r˜k and
σ ki (r˜k) = σi(r
∗
k)+o(1) = σi(lk)+o(1), and σ kj (r˜k)≥ σ kj (lk)+ ε0
for some j 6= i and ε0 > 0. Therefore the assumption of Lemma 4.2 holds at r ∈
[r˜k,sk]. Then we repeat the argument starting from (4.4) and the lemma can be
proved in a finite steps. 
Remark 4.3. Both lemmas will be used in section 6 (and section 5) for the case
with singularity at 0 (and without singularity at 0).
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5. LOCAL MASS ON THE BUBBLING DISK CENTERED AT xki 6= 0
5.1. In this subsection we study the local behavior of uk near xkl where xkl 6= 0.
For simplicity, we use xk instead of xkl and u¯ki (r) rather than u¯xk ,i(r). Let
τk =
1
2
dist(xk,Σk \{xk}) σ ki (r) =
1
2pi
∫
B(xk,r)
hki eu
k
i , i = 1,2.
By Proposition 3A, lk ≤ τk. Clearly uk = (uk1,uk2) satisfies
∆uki +∑
j
ki jhkjeu
k
j = 0, in B(xk,τk).
For a sequence sk, we define
(5.1) σˆi(sk) =


lim
k→+∞
σ ki (sk) if uki has fast decay on ∂B(xk,sk),
lim
r→0
lim
k→+∞
σ ki (rsk) if uki has slow decay on ∂B(xk,sk),
Recall that both uki have fast decay on ∂B(xk, lk) (see (3.4)). This is the starting
point of the following proposition, which is a special case of Proposition 5.2 below.
In Proposition 5.1, (µ1,µ2) will be (1,1) in both lemmas of section 4.
Proposition 5.1. Let uk = (uk1,uk2) be the solutions of (1.5) satisfying (1.7) and
σˆi(sk) be defined in (5.1), the followings hold:
(1) At least one component uk has fast decay on ∂B(xk,τk),
(2) (σˆ1(τk), σˆ2(τk)) satisfies the P.I.(1.9) with µ1 = µ2 = 1,
(3) (σˆ1(τk), σˆ2(τk)) ∈ Γ(1,1).
Proof. If τk/lk 6 C, (1)-(3) holds obviously for τk. So we assume τk/lk → +∞.
First we remark that if uk is fully bubbling in B(xk, lk) (i,e, (a) in Proposition 3A
holds), (σˆ1(lk), σˆ2(lk)) is special (see Definition 1.4) and satisfies
2µi−
2
∑
j=1
ki jσˆ j(lk)< 0, i = 1,2.
Then by Lemma 4.1, both uki have fast decay on ∂B(0,τk) and Proposition 5.1
follows immediately.
Now we assume vki defined in (3.7) and satisfies case(b) in Proposition 3A. From
(3.4), we already knew that both components have fast decay at r = lk. If both
components remain fast decay as r increases from lk to τk, Lemma 4.2 implies
σ k1 (τk) = σ
k
1 (lk)+o(1), σ k2 (τk) = σ k2 (lk)+o(1)
and we are done. So we only consider the case that at least one component changes
to a slow decay component. For simplicity, we assume that uk1 changes to slow
decay for some rk ≫ lk. By Lemma 4.2,
σ k1 (B(x
k,rk))> σ1(B(xk, lk))+ c0, for some c0 > 0.
We might choose sk 6 rk such that
σ k1 (B(x
k,sk)) = σ
k
1 (B(x
k, lk))+ ε0,
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and
σ k1 (B(x
k,r)) < σ k1 (B(x
k, lk))+ ε0 ∀ r < sk,
where ε0 < c02 is small.
Then Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 together implies uk1 has slow-decay on ∂B(xk,sk)
and uk2 has fast decay on ∂B(xk,sk) with
σˆ1(sk) = σ
k
1 (lk)+o(1) and σˆ2(sk) = σ k2 (lk)+o(1).
Let vki (y) = uki (xk + sky)+ 2log sk. If τk/sk ≤C there is nothing to prove. So we
assume τk/sk →∞. Then vk1(y) converges to v1(y) and vk2(y)→−∞ in any compact
set of R2 as k →+∞ and v1(y) satisfies
(5.2) ∆v1 +2ev1 =−2pi ∑(k1 jσˆ j(lk))δ (0) in R2.
Hence there is a sequence N∗k and N∗k →+∞ as k →+∞ such that N∗k sk ≤ τk and∫
B(0,N∗k )
ev1 dy =
∫
R2
ev1 dy+o(1), and
both vki (y)+2log |y|6−Nk for |y|= N∗k . Scaling back to uki , we obtain that uki , i =
1,2, have fast-decay on ∂B(xk,N∗k sk).
We could use the classification theorem of Prajapat and Tarantello [32] to calcu-
late the total mass of v1, but instead we use the P.I.(1.9) to compute it. We know that
both (σˆ1(lk), σˆ2(lk)) and (σˆ1(N∗k sk), σˆ2(N∗k sk)) satisfy P.I. and σˆ2(N∗k sk) = σˆ2(lk)
by Lemma 4.2. With a fixed σ2 = σˆ2(lk), the equation P.I. (1.9) is a quadratic poly-
nomial in σ1, then σˆ1(lk) and σˆ1(N∗k sk) are two roots of the polynomial. From it,
we could easily calculate σˆ1(N∗k sk).
By a direct computation, we have
(σˆ1(N∗k sk), σˆ2(N∗k sk)) ∈ Γ(1,1) if (σˆ1(lk), σˆ2(lk)) ∈ Γ(1,1).
Thus (1)-(3) hold at r = N∗k sk. By denoting N∗k sk as lk, we could repeat the same
argument until τk/lk 6C. Hence Proposition 5.1 is proved. 
5.2. Local mass in a group that does not contain 0. In this subsection we collect
some xki ∈ Σk into a group S, a subset of Σk satisfying the following S-condition:
(1). 0 6∈ S and |S| ≥ 2.
(2). If |S| ≥ 3 and xki , xkj , xkl are three distinct elements in S, then
dist(xki ,xkj)≤Cdist(xkj,xkl )
for some constant C independent of k.
(3). For any xkm ∈ Σk \ S, the ratio dist(xkm,S)/dist(xki ,xkj)→ ∞ as k → ∞ where
xki ,x
k
j ∈ S.
We write S as S = {xk1, ...,xkm} and let
(5.3) lk(S) = 2 max
1≤ j≤m
dist(xk1,xkj).
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Recall τl,k = 12dist(x
k
l ,Σk \{xkl }), by (2) above we have lk(S) ∼ τki for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Let
τkS =
1
2
dist(xk1,Σk \S)
then by (3) above τkS/τki → ∞ for any xki ∈ S.
By Proposition 5.1, we know that at least one of uki has fast decay on ∂B(xk1,τk1).
Suppose uk1 has fast decay on ∂B(xk1,τk1). Then
(5.4) uk1 has fast decay on ∂B(xk1, lk(S)),
and Proposition 5.1 implies
σ k1 (B(x
k
1, lk(S))) =
1
2pi
∫
B(xk1,lk(S))
hk1eu
k
1 dx
=
1
2pi
∫
∪mj=1B(x
k
j ,τ
k
j )
hk1eu
k
1 +
1
2pi
∫
B(xk1,lk(S))\(∪mj=1B(xkj ,τkj ))
hk1eu
k
1 .
Since uk1 has fast decay outside of B(xkj,τkj ), we have
eu
k
1(x) ≤ o(1)max
j
{|x− xkj|
−2}, for x /∈
k⋃
j=1
B(xkj,τ
k
j )
and the second integral is o(1). Hence by Proposition 5.1,
(5.5) σ k1 (B(xk1, lk(S))) = 2m1 +o(1) for some m1 ∈ N∪{0}.
Similarly if uk2 has fast decay on ∂B(xk1,τk1), we have
(5.6) σ k2 (B(xk1, lk(S))) = 2m2 +o(1) for some m2 ∈ N∪{0}.
If uk2 has slow decay on ∂B(xk1,τk1), then it is easy to see that uk2 has slow decay
on ∂B(xkj,τkj ). By Proposition 5.1 we denote ni, j ∈ N by
2ni, j = lim
r→0
lim
k→∞
σ ki (B(x
k
j,rτ
k
j )), 1 ≤ j ≤ m, i = 1,2.
Set nˆi, j by
nˆi, j =−
2
∑
l=1
kilnl, j.
Then the slow decay of uk2 on ∂B(xkj,τkj ) implies 1+ nˆi, j > 0. Since nˆi, j ∈ Z we
have nˆi, j ≥ 0.
Furthermore, if we scale uk by
vki (y) = u
k
i (x
k
1 + lk(S)y)+2log lk(S), i = 1,2,
the sequence vk2 would converge to v2(y) and vk1 tends to −∞ over any compact
subset of R2 \{0}. Then v2 satisfies
(5.7) ∆v2(y)+2ev2(y) = 4pi
m
∑
j=1
nˆi, jδp j in R2.
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where p j = limk→∞(xkj − xk1)/lk(S). By Theorem 2.1
1
2pi
∫
R2
ev2 = 2N, for some N ∈ N.
Thus using the argument in Proposition 5.1, we conclude that there is a sequence
of N∗k → ∞ such that both uki (i = 1,2) have fast decay on ∂B(xk1,N∗k lk(S)) and
σ ki (B(xk1,N∗k lk(S))) = 2mi +o(1). Denote N∗k lk(S) by lk for simplicity, then we see
that (5.5) and (5.6) hold at lk. Then by using Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 we could
continue this process to obtain the following conclusion:
(5.8) At least one component of uk has fast decay on ∂B(xk1,τkS).
Let σˆ ki (B(xk1,τks )) be defined as in (5.1). Then
(5.9) σˆ ki (B(xk1,τkS)) = 2mi(S)+o(1), where mi(S) ∈ N∪{0},
and the pair (2m1(S),2m2(S)) satisfies the P.I.(1.9).
Denote the group S by S1. Based on this procedure, we could continue to select
a new group S2 such that S-condition holds except we have to modify condition-
(2). In (2), we consider S1 as an single point as long as we compare the distance of
distinct elements in S2.
Set
τkS2 =
1
2
dist(xk1,Σk \S2), for xk1 ∈ S2.
Then we follow the same argument as above to obtain the same conclusion as
(5.8)-(5.9).
If equation (1.5) does not contain singularity, the final step is to collect all xki into
one single biggest group and (5.8)-(5.9) hold. Then we get (σ1,σ2) = (2m1,2m2)
satisfies the Pohozaev identity. By a direct computation, we could prove that all
the pairs of even integer solution of (1.9) is exactly Γ(1,1). This proves Theorem
1.3 if (1.5) has no singularities.
Proof of Corollary 1.5. The first part is already proved. For the last part, we want
to prove |S1|= 1. We observe: for any (σ1,σ2) ∈ Γ(1,1), if (σ1,σ2) is not special
then (σ1,σ2) can not be written as a sum of (σ (1)1 ,σ
(1)
2 ) and (σ
(2)
1 ,σ
(2)
2 ), where
(σ (i)1 ,σ
(i)
2 )∈ Γ(1,1). Now if |S1| ≥ 2, then (σ1(τks ),σ2(τks )) can be written as a sum
of (σ (1)1 ,σ
(1)
2 ) and (σ
(2)
1 ,σ
(2)
2 ), where (σ
(i)
1 ,σ
(i)
2 ) ∈ Γ(1,1). But if (σ1(τks ),σ2(τks ))
is not special, then it can not be written in this way. 
If 0 is a singularity of (1.5) then Σk could be written as a disjoint union of {0}
and S j ( j = 1, ..,m). Here each S j is collected by the process described above and
is maximal in the following sense:
(i). 0 6∈ S, |S| ≥ 2 and for any two distinct points xki ,xkj in S we have
dist(xki ,xkj)≪ τk(S),
where τk(S) = dist(S,Σk \S).
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(ii). For any 0 6= xki ∈ Σk \S,
dist(xki ,0)≤Cdist(xki ,S)
for some constant C.
For S j we define
τkS j =
1
2
dist(S j,Σk \S j).
Then the process described above proves the main result of this section:
Proposition 5.2. Let S j ( j = 1, ..,m) be described as above, then (5.8)-(5.9) holds
where B(xk1,τkS) is replaced by B(xki ,τkS j) and x
k
i is any element in S j.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2, THEOREM 1.3, THEOREM 1.6 AND THEOREM
1.7
In Proposition 5.2, we write Σk = {0}∪S1∪·· ·∪SN . From the construction, the
ratio |x
k |
|x˜k |
≤C for any xk, x˜k ∈ S j. Let
‖S j‖= min
xk∈S j
|xk|
and arrange S j by
‖S1‖ ≤ ‖S2‖ ≤ ·· · ≤ ‖SN‖.
Assume l is the largest number such that ‖Sl‖ ≤C‖S1‖. Then ‖Sl‖ ≪ ‖Sl+1‖.
We recall the local mass contributed by xkj ∈ S j is
(σˆ1(B(xkj,τ
k
j )), σˆ2(B(x
k
j,τ
k
j ))) = (m1, j,m2, j), where m1 j,m2 j ∈ 2N∪{0}.
Let
rk1 =
1
2
‖S1‖.
By Proposition 5.1, we have
uki (x)+2log |x| ≤C for 0 < |x| ≤ rk1, i = 1,2.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let
u˜ki (x) = u
k
i (x)+2αi log |x|, i = 1,2.
Then equation (1.5) becomes
∆u˜ki (x)+
2
∑
j=1
ki j|x|2α j hkj(x)eu˜
k
j (x) = 0, |x| ≤ rk1, i = 1,2.
Let
(6.1) −2logδk = max
i∈I
max
x∈ ¯B(0,τk1 )
u˜ki
1+αi
,
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then v˜ki (y) defined as
(6.2) v˜ki (y) = u˜ki (δky)+2(1+αi) logδk, |y| ≤ rk1/δk, i = 1,2,
satisfies
(6.3) ∆v˜ki (y)+∑
j∈I
ki j|y|2α j hkj(δky)ev˜
k
j (y) = 0, |y| ≤ rk1/δk, i = 1,2.
We have either
(a) lim
k→∞
rk1/δk = ∞ or (b) rk1/δk ≤C.
For (a). Our purpose is to prove a similar result as Proposition 5.1:
(1). At most one component of uk has slow decay on ∂B(0,rk1).
As in section 5, we define
σˆi,1 =
{
limk→+∞ σ ki (B(0,rk1)) if uki has fast decay on ∂B(0,rk1),
limr→0 limk→+∞ σ ki (B(0,rrk1)) if uki has slow decay on ∂B(0,rk1),
(2). (σˆ1,1, σˆ2,1) satisfies the Pohozaev identity (1.8), and
(3). σˆi,1 = 2∑2i=1 niµi +2n3, ni ∈ Z.
We carry out the proof in the discussion of the following two cases.
Case 1. If both v˜ki (y) converge in any compact set of R2, (σ1,σ2) can be obtained
by the classification theorem in [21]:
(σ1,σ2) =


(2µ1 +2µ2,2µ1 +2µ2) for A2,
(4µ1 +2µ2,4µ1 +4µ2) for B2,
(8µ1 +4µ2,12µ1 +8µ2) for G2.
By Lemma 4.1, both uki have fast decay on ∂B(0,rk1). So this proves (1)-(3) in this
case.
Case 2. Only one v˜ki converges to vi(y) and the other tends to −∞ uniformly in any
compact set. Then it is easy to see that there is lk ≪ rk1 such that both uki have fast
decay on ∂B(0, lk) and
(σ1(B(0, lk)),σ2(B(0, lk))) = (2µ1,0) or (σ1(B(0, lk)),σ2(B(0, lk)) = (0,2µ2)).
So this is the same situation as in the starting point for Proposition 5.1. Then the
same argument of Proposition 5.1 leads to the conclusion (1)-(3).
The pair (σˆ1,1, σˆ2,1) can be calculated by the same method in Proposition 5.1.
Then (σˆ1,1, σˆ2,1) ∈ Γ(µ1,µ2), which is given in section 2.
To continue our discussion for r ∈ [rk1,rk2], where we denote 12‖Sl+1‖ by r
k
2. We
separate our discussion into two cases also.
Case 1. One component has slow decay on ∂B(0,rk1), say uk1. Then we scale
vki (y) = u
k
i (r
k
1y)+2logrk1.
By our assumption vk1(y) converges to v1(y) and vk2(y)→−∞ in any compact set.
Let xkj ∈ S j and ykj = (rk1)−1xkj → p j. Then v1(y) satisfies
(6.4) ∆v1 +2ev1 = 4piα˜1δ0 +4pi
m
∑
j=1
n˜1, jδp j ,
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where
(6.5) n˜1, j =−12
2
∑
i=1
k1imi, j for some mi j ∈ Z and α˜1 = α1− σˆ1,1 +
1
2
σˆ2,1.
The finiteness of
∫
R2 e
v1 implies that
α˜1 >−1 and n˜1, j ≥ 0.
By Theorem 2.2, we have
(6.6) 1
2pi
∫
R2
ev1 dy = 2(α˜1 +1)+2k1 or
1
2pi
∫
R2
ev1 dy = 2k2, where k1,k2 ∈ Z.
As before, we can choose lk, rk1 ≪ lk ≪ rk2 such that both uki have fast decay on
∂B(0, lk). Then the new pair (σˆ1,2, σˆ2,2), which defined by
σˆt,2 =
1
2pi
lim
k→0
∫
B(0,lk)
hkt ev
k
t , t = 1,2,
becomes
(6.7) (σˆ1,2, σˆ2,2) = (σˆ1,1 + 12pi
∫
R2
ev1 +
m
∑
j=1
m1, j, σˆ2,1 +
m
∑
j=1
m2, j)
for m1 j,m2 j ∈ 2N∪{0}. Using (6.6), we get
(6.8)
σˆ1,2 =
{
σˆ1,1 +2k2 +∑mj=1 m1, j, if 12pi
∫
R2 e
v1 dy = 2k2,
2µ1 + σˆ2,1− σˆ1,1 +2k1 +∑mj=1 m1, j, if 12pi
∫
R2 e
v1 dy = 2(α˜1 +1)+2k1.
We note that if (σˆ1,1, σˆ2,1) ∈ Γ(µ1,µ2) and 2µ1 + σˆ2,1− σˆ1,1 > 0, then
(2µ1 + σˆ2,1− σˆ1,1, σˆ2,1) ∈ Γ(µ1,µ2).
Let (σ ∗1 ,σ ∗2 ) = (2µ1 + σˆ2,1− σˆ1,1, σˆ2,1), we can write
(6.9) (σˆ1,2, σˆ2,2) = (σ ∗1 +m1, σ ∗2 +m2),
with (σ ∗1 ,σ ∗2 ) ∈ Γ(µ1,µ2) and m1,m2 ∈ 2Z.
Case 2. If both uki have fast decay on ∂B(0,rk1), then they have fast decay on
∂B(0,crk1), where we choose c bounded such that
⋃m
j=1 S j ⊂ B(0, c2r
k
1). Then the
new pair (σˆ1,2, σˆ2,2) becomes
(σˆ1,2, σˆ2,2) = (σˆ1,1 +
m
∑
j=1
m1, j, σˆ2,1 +
m
∑
j=1
m2, j) for m1, j,m2, j ∈ 2Z.
Hence, in this case we can also write
(6.10) (σˆ1,2, σˆ2,2) = (σ ∗1 +m1, σ ∗2 +m2)
with (σ ∗1 ,σ ∗2 ) = (σˆ1,1, σˆ2,1) ∈ Γ(µ1,µ2) and m1,m2 ∈ 2Z. Denote crk1 = lk. Then
we can continue our process starting from lk. After finite steps, we could prove that
at most one component uk1 has slow decay on ∂B(0,1) and their local masses have
the expression in (3).
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For case (b), i.e. rk1/δk ≤ C. Using v˜ki ≤ 0 we have |y|2α j hkj(δky)ev˜
k
j ≤ C on
B(0,rk1/δk). Combined with the fact that v˜ki has bounded oscillation on ∂B(0,τk/δk)
and v˜ki ≤ 0 we get
v˜ki (x) = ¯v˜
k
i (∂B(0,rk1/δk))+O(1) for all x ∈ B(rk1/δk),
where ¯v˜ki (∂B(0,rk1/δk)) stands for the average of v˜ki on ∂B(0,rk1/δk). Direct com-
putation shows that∫
B(0,rk1)
hki eu
k
i dx =
∫
B(0,rk1/δk)
hki (δky)ev˜
k
i (y)dy = O(1)e ¯v˜ki (∂B(0,rk1/δk)).
So
∫
B(0,rk1)
hki eu
k
i dx = o(1) if ¯v˜ki (∂B(0,rk1/δk))→−∞. On the other hand, we note
that ¯v˜ki (∂B(0,rk1/δk))→−∞ is equivalent to uki having fast decay on ∂B(0,rk1). As
a consequence, we have σˆi,1 = 0 if uki has fast decay on ∂B(0,rk1). So if both two
components have fast decay on ∂B(0,rk1) we have (σˆ1,1, σˆ1,2) = (0,0).
If some component of uk has slow decay on ∂B(0,rk1), say uk2, then we choose
˜lk, rk1 ≪ ˜lk ≪ rk2 such that
σ2(B(0, ˜lk)) = σ2(B(0,rk1)) = 0
and both uki have fast decay on ∂B(0, ˜lk). Then (σ1(B(0, ˜lk)),σ2(B(0, ˜lk))) satisfies
(6.9) with (σ ∗1 ,σ ∗2 ) = (σˆ1,1, σˆ2,1) = (0,0), which implies
σ1(B(0, ˜lk)) = 0 or σ1(B(0, ˜lk)) = 2µ1.
Hence in both cases, we could choose ˜lk ≪ rk2 such that (1)-(3) holds on ∂B(0, ˜lk).
Afterwards, we continue our discussion as the case (a). Then Theorem 1.3 is
proved completely. 
Next, we shall prove Theorem 1.6, that is Σk = {0} by way of contradiction.
Suppose Σk has points other than 0. Using the notations from the beginning of this
section, we have
Σk = {0}∪S1∪ ·· ·∪SN .
Now suppose rk1/δk → ∞ as k → ∞. Let (σˆ1,2, σˆ2,2) be the local masses defined by
(6.7) for one of the component uki having slow decay on ∂B(0,rk1) or by (6.8) for
both two components having fast decay on ∂B(0,rk1). Then we recall the following
result
(i). σˆi,2 = σ ∗i +mi, where (σ ∗1 ,σ ∗2 ) ∈ Γ(µ1,µ2) and mi, i = 1,2 are even inte-
gers.
(ii). Both pairs (σ ∗1 ,σ ∗2 ) and (σˆ1,2, σˆ2,2) satisfy the Pohozaev identity.
Based on the description above, we are able to prove Theorem 1.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. From the above discussion, we have
(σˆ1,2, σˆ2,2) = (σ
∗
1 +m1, σ
∗
2 +m2).
We note that the conclusion of Theorem 1.5 is equivalent to show mi = 0, i = 1,2.
In the following, we shall prove
mi = 0, i = 1,2.
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From the above discussion, we have both (σˆ1,2, σˆ2,2) and (σ ∗1 ,σ ∗2 ) satisfy the Po-
hozaev identity
(6.11) k21σ 21 + k12k21σ1σ2 + k12σ 22 = 2k21µ1σ1 +2k12µ2σ2.
We can write them as
(6.12) k21(σ ∗1 )2 + k12k21σ ∗1 σ ∗2 + k12(σ ∗2 )2 = 2k21µ1σ ∗1 +2k12µ2σ ∗2 ,
and
(6.13) k21(σ
∗
1 +m1)
2 + k12k21(σ ∗1 +m1)(σ ∗2 +m2)+ k12(σ ∗2 +m2)2
= 2k21µ1(σ ∗1 +m1)+2k12µ2(σ ∗2 +m2).
We use (6.13) and (6.12) to get
(6.14)
2k21m1σˆ ∗1 + k12k21m2σˆ ∗1 + k12k21m1σ ∗2 +2k12m2σ ∗2
= 2k21m1µ1 +2k12m2µ2− (k21m21 + k12k21m1m2 + k12m22).
Since (σ ∗1 ,σ ∗2 ) ∈ Γ(µ1,µ2), we set
σ ∗1 = l1,1µ1 + l1,2µ2, σ ∗2 = l2,1µ1 + l2,2µ2.
Then we can rewrite (6.14) as
(6.15)
(2k21l1,1m1 + k12k21l2,1m1−2k21m1 +2k12l2,1m2 + k12k21l1,1m2)µ1
+(2k21l1,2m1 + k12k21l2,2m1 +2k12l2,2m2 + k12k21l1,2m2−2k12m2)µ2
+(k21m21 + k12k21m1m2 + k12m22) = 0.
Since µ1,µ2 and 1 are linearly independent, we have the coefficients of µ1 and µ2
must vanish. Equivalently we have
(6.16)
(
2k21l1,1 + k12k21l2,1−2k21 2k12l2,1 + k12k21l1,1
2k21l1,2 + k12k21l2,2 2k12l2,2 + k12k21l1,2−2k12
)(
m1
m2
)
= 0
Denote MK as
MK =
(
2k21l1,1 + k12k21l2,1−2k21 2k12l2,1 + k12k21l1,1
2k21l1,2 + k12k21l2,2 2k12l2,2 + k12k21l1,2−2k12
)
.
Claim: Mk is non-singular. We shall divide our proof into the following three
cases.
Case 1. K = A2. Then we can write (6.16) as
(6.17)
(
2l1,1− l2,1−2 2l2,1− l1,1
2l1,2− l2,2 2l2,2 − l1,2−2
)(
m1
m2
)
= 0.
We note that
(l1,1, l1,2, l2,1, l2,2) ∈ {(2,0,0,0),(0,0,0,2),(2,2,0,2),(2,0,2,2),(2,2,2,2)}.
Then it is easy to see that MK is non-singular when (l1,1, l1,2, l2,1, l2,2) belongs the
above set.
Case 2. K = B2. Then we can write (6.16) as
(6.18)
(
2l1,1− l2,1−2 l2,1− l1,1
2l1,2 − l2,2 l2,2− l1,2−1
)(
m1
m2
)
= 0.
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We note that
(l1,1, l1,2, l2,1, l2,2) ∈ {(2,0,0,0),(2,0,4,2),(4,2,4,2),(0,0,0,2),
(2,2,0,2),(2,2,4,4),(4,2,4,4)}
From the above set, we can see that 4|(l2,1l1,1)(2l1,2 − l2,2). As a result, if the
determinant of MK is 0, we have to make 4|(2l1,1 − l2,1 − 2), which forces l2,1 ≡
2(mod4). However, this is impossible. Thus Mk is non-singular in this case.
Case 3. K = G2. Then we can write (6.16) as
(6.19)
(
6l1,1−3l2,1−6 2l2,1−3l1,1
6l1,2 −3l2,2 2l2,2 −3l1,2−2
)(
m1
m2
)
= 0.
We note that
(l1,1, l1,2, l2,1, l2,2) ∈ {(2,0,0,0),(2,0,6,2),(6,2,6,2),(6,2,12,6),
(8,4,12,6),(8,4,12,8),(0,0,0,2),(2,2,0,2),
(2,2,6,6),(6,4,6,6),(6,4,12,8)}.
From the above list, we note 3|l2,1, then we get 9|(2l2,1 − 3l1,1)(6l1,2 − 3l2,2). On
the other hand, we note
l1,1 ≡ 0,2(mod3) and l2,2 ≡ 0,2(mod3),
this implies (6l1,1 − 3l2,1 − 6)(2l2,2 − 3l1,2 − 2) is not multiple of 9, therefore we
have the determinant of MK is not zero. Thus we have Mk is non-singular when
K = G2.
From the above discussion, we have (m1,m2) = (0,0). Therefore, Theorem 1.6
is proved completely. 
At the end, we give the proof of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.7.
Proof of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.7. Suppose there exists a sequence of blow up
solutions (uk1,uk2) of (1.2) with (ρ1,ρ2) = (ρk1 ,ρk2). At first, we prove Theorem 1.2.
From the previous discussion of this section, we get that at least one component
(say uk1) of uk has fast decay on a small ball B near each blow up point q, which
means uk1(x)→−∞ if x 6∈ S and x is not a blow up point. Hence Theorem 1.2 holds.
Because the mass distribution of uk1 is concentrate as k → +∞, we get that
limk→+∞ ρk1 is equal to the sum of the local mass σ1 at a blow up point q, which
implies ρ1 ∈ Γ1, a contradiction to the assumption. Thus, we finish the proof of the
Theorem 1.7. 
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